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A B S T R A C T

Mechanistic modelling of DNA damage in Monte Carlo simulations is highly sensitive to the parameters that
define DNA damage. In this work, we use a simple testing geometry to investigate how different choices of
physics models and damage model parameters can change the estimation of DNA damage in a mechanistic DNA
damage simulation built in Geant4-DNA. The choice of physics model can lead to variations by up to a factor of
two in the yield of physically induced strand breaks, and the parameters that determine scavenging, and physical
and chemical single strand break induction can have even larger consequences. Using low energy electrons as
primary particles, a variety of parameters are tested in this geometry in order to arrive at a parameter set
consistent with past simulation studies. We find that the modelling of scavenging can play an important role in
determining results, and speculate that high-scavenging regimes, where only chemical radicals within 1 nm of
DNA are simulated, could provide a good means of testing mechanistic DNA simulations.

1. Introduction

Mechanistic modelling of radiation track structures in the cell nu-
cleus allows researchers to test their understanding of the induction of
cellular damage following ionising irradiation. Such simulations take a
Monte Carlo track structure code and, beyond modelling the trajectory
of particles defined by physical interactions, model the physico-chem-
istry that occurs in the radiolysis of water as well as the subsequent
chemical reactions of radio-induced radicals. Currently, the two main
codes which are used in these simulations are the PARTRAC platform
[1] and the KURBUC code [2] (which represents developments that
began based upon a geometric model devised by Charlton & Humm
[3]). Both these codes have been used to investigate how ionising ra-
diation and its products in water interact with geometrical models of
DNA. In this work, we have used the Geant4-DNA track structure code
[4,5], itself a part of the Geant4 Monte Carlo simulation toolkit [6–8],
to model physics and radiochemistry in combination with a simple
geometry that lets us assess the response of different parameters re-
quired for mechanistic track structure modelling. The aim of this work
is to arrive at a consistent set of model parameters that replicate the
assumptions of previous mechanistic simulation studies.

In medicine, radioprotection, space science and environmental
radiobiology, understanding the action of ionising radiation is im-
portant for building a complete picture of how radiation affects living
systems in both short term and long term contexts. In medicine,
radiobiological simulations are frequently being sought after to im-
prove the quality of treatment plans (for recent reviews of track
structure codes in biophysical studies, see [9,10]), and the Geant4-DNA
physics codes integrated into the TOPAS simulation platform [11] have
recently been shown to replicate past microdosimetry studies [12]. In
radioprotection, mechanistic simulations form an important part of
understanding the magnitude of individual, rare ionisations, which is
important at low doses where epidemiological studies are noisy, and the
Linear-No Threshold model of dose effects may break down [13,14].
This is even more pronounced in chronic low dose studies, where io-
nising radiation may even act as a hormetic agent [15,16], or in un-
derstanding how chronic exposure to cosmic radiation by astronauts
may impact health. Essentially, when doses are large, approximations
made by microdosimetric models (e.g. the Local Effect Model, Micro-
dosimetric Kinetic Model) are justified [17–19], but when doses are
low, the impacts of ionising radiation are more difficult to discern, and
can help elucidate how ionising radiation may be linked to eventual
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biological end points. Mechanistic DNA damage simulations represent
an important step in building a ‘bottom-up’ picture of biological re-
sponses to ionising radiation.

An early parameter study of mechanistic DNA damage simulations
was performed by Nikjoo et al. [20] (hereafter N97). In this study,
straight DNA segments were positioned near electron track structures,
and the physical and chemical DNA damage induced in the DNA was
measured. This work laid a strong foundation for subsequent simula-
tions with increased numbers of input particles and energies [21], and
increasingly more realistic geometries [22]. Parallel development of the
PARTRAC code [1,23–25] presents similar results, albeit with a dif-
ferent code. The differences between these platforms highlight that
many assumptions need to be refined to better understand the processes
that lead to DNA damage. This work presents a parameter study of DNA
damage yields made using the Geant4-DNA platform in a geometry
consisting of straight DNA segments placed with isotropic uniform
randomness. Authors have already begun simulating cellular damage
yields in Geant4-DNA [26], and thus a sensitivity study of the para-
meters that define DNA damage is needed to help understand these
results. Furthermore, a set of parameters that is comparable between
platforms is necessary to be able to clearly identify the strengths and
weaknesses of each work, thus here we have attempted to find a
parameter set that is justifiably comparable to those in N97.

In this work, we present our method, briefly describing our geo-
metry and the approximations we have made to accelerate the simu-
lation of chemistry. We next present our results, beginning with the
impact of different physics models on yields of single strand breaks
(SSBs) and double strand breaks (DSBs) in DNA, before exploring more
in detail the implications of different parameters in the chemical phase
of the simulation. We conclude the results with a brief investigation on
whether it is valid to simulate only non-scavengeable radicals created
close to DNA when considering cellular systems, due to the strong role
played by DNA binding proteins in reducing scavenger abundances. In
discussing and concluding our results, we highlight the necessity of
building upon this parameter study with simulations of realistic cellular
geometries.

2. Method

A test geometry, consisting of 200,000 rectangular boxes
(100×30×30 nm), each containing a straight 216 bp segment of
DNA, were placed in a 3 μm spherical volume (Fig. 1) using a previously
described Geant4 application [27]. The position and orientation of each
prism was randomly determined, and checks were made to ensure that
prisms did not overlap. Primary electrons were created with random

directions at random positions inside a radius 5 nm sphere at the center
of this geometry, meaning each electron saw roughly isotropically
placed DNA fibres. This is a different geometrical regime to the μ-ran-
domness used by N97, however it serves well for investigating the
impact of different model parameters on strand break yields, and fits
better with the structure of our simulation code, which has been de-
signed to allow many geometries to be simulated generically. As there is
no large-scale order to the positions of DNA, the yields of strand breaks
should not be compared to cellular DNA, but may be loosely compared
to plasmid data, where there is less large scale geometrical order to the
positions of DNA chains compared to cellular DNA.

Each 216 bp long DNA chain is composed of a repeating series of
base pair molecules (guanine, adenine, cytosine and thymine), phos-
phate molecules, and deoxyribose molecules. These are rotated and cut
along their z-axis inside Geant4 to avoid overlaps (Fig. 2). Chemical
reactions are modelled between the bases, and the sugar molecules
based on the reaction rates shown in Table 1. Chemically, we consider
the deoxyribose and phosphate molecules together, with their position
defined by the position of the deoxyribose molecule. All other chemical
reaction rates, and radical diffusion properties, are unchanged from the
Geant4-DNA default chemistry implementation [28,29], though an al-
ternative time stepping method was used based on the Independent
Reaction Times (IRT) model [30], which resulted in faster simulation of
the chemical stage. We also introduced a variable parameter, rkill in the
chemical stage which defines a radius from the DNA chain beyond
which chemistry would not be simulated. This avoids the need to si-
mulate radicals that would not interact with DNA. Following N97, we
stopped the chemical simulation after 1 ns, reflecting the typical sca-
venger densities in cellular media, and that radicals beyond 4 nm (the
distance the %OH radical diffuses in 1 ns) from DNA are unlikely to

Fig. 1. The testing geometry consists of a 3 μm sphere filled with 200,000 in-
dividual 216 bp straight DNA segments in a rectangular placement volume.
Primary electrons are generated randomly, with a random direction in a smaller
500 nm sphere in the centre of the test region. As the maximum primary energy
is 4.5 keV, no primaries can escape the larger spherical region, and all primaries
see an equivalently random spatial distribution of DNA segments.

Fig. 2. Phosphate (yellow), deoxyribose (red) and base pairs (grey, top panel;
other colours, bottom panel) are aligned and cut along one axis to be placed
into the simulation without overlaps. The structure of the base pairs is shown
schematically (top), and also rendered in Geant4 using openGL (bottom). (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 1
Reaction rates used between radicals and DNA components
(×109 Lmol−1 s−1), from Buxton et al. [65].

%OH H%
−eaq

C6H5O6P 1.8 0.029 0.01
Adenine 6.1 0.10 9.0
Thymine 6.4 0.57 18.0
Guanine 9.2 – 14.0
Cytosine 6.1 0.092 13.0
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induce chemical damage. We do highlight that our geometrical model
(being composed of molecules rather than hemispheres) and our
treatment of chemistry as chemical reactions with these molecules are
pronounced deviations from N97. These changes manifest themselves
in the strand break efficiency, and a higher proportion of SSBs that may
occur due to indirect processes without energy being deposited in
nearby DNA molecules.

Geant4-DNA offers three sets of alternative physics models for the
simulation of electron interactions with liquid water. These sets (“de-
fault”, “option 4” and “option 6”), have been described in detail in our
previous publications [5,31–33]. Inelastic interactions (ionisation and
excitation) are modelled in the default and option 4 sets using models
based on the Emfietzoglou's parameterisation of the dielectric response
function of liquid water. The default set has been recently improved in
option 4 to provide a larger and more realistic excitation cross section
data compared to data in the gas phase, as well as more accurate low
energy corrections, particularly for exchange and correlation in elec-
tron-electron interactions. Option 6 however is a full porting of the
well-known CPA100 track structure code, using the relativistic Binary-
Encounter-Bethe approach for the modelling of ionisation and the
Dingfelder model of the dielectric response of liquid water for excita-
tion. To model elastic scattering, a partial wave approach is used for the
default option, while the option 4 approach uses an improved screened
Rutherford model with a screening factor obtained from vapour water
data; option 6 adopts the classical Independent Atom Method. The
default set also includes the modelling of attachment and vibrational
excitation processes. Globally, option 4 is a significant improvement of
Geant4-DNA physics models, allowing for more accurate simulations of
W-values (the mean energy to create an ion pair) and dose point kernels
[34]. Similarly, option 6 simulates much less diffusive dose point ker-
nels compared to the default set [35]. This work investigates for the
first time the influence of these model sets on DNA damage induction.
When physical interactions only are simulated, these three sets apply by
default a tracking cut-off below which the kinetic energy of electrons is
locally deposited: 7.4 eV for the default set, 9 eV for option 4 and 11 eV
for option 6. If the modelling of water radiolysis is activated, electrons
are tracked down to thermalisation.

While we compare all three physics constructors, for the majority of
simulations electron transport was simulated using the Geant4-DNA
option 4 constructor [31], which provides more accurate cross-sections
for electrons below 10 keV than the default constructor, and thus re-
presents the best model for modelling DNA damage by low energy
electrons. Both the medium and DNA molecules were composed of the
same liquid water material (the Geant4-DNA models are based on
electron transport within liquid water). We investigated the impact of
different physics models on physically induced DNA damage, using the
default, option 4, and option 6 [32] constructors (noting that the option
6 constructors is a modern implementation of the CPA100 models used
by N97). Physically induced DNA damage was calculated based on
three parameters, a radius rphys from DNA molecules at which energy
deposits would be considered to interact with DNA (Fig. 3), and lower
Elow and upper Ehigh energy bounds for the energy deposit near a given

DNA molecule required to induce a strand break. An energy deposit
within rphys of either the deoxyribose or phosphate molecules belonging
to a given base pair of DNA was considered to induce an SSB if the
energy deposited exceeded Ehigh, and correspondingly, it was con-
sidered to induce no SSB if the energy deposit was less than Elow. Be-
tween these two values, SSBs were induced with a linearly varying
probability. This criteria enabled us to simulate both the break criteria
used by the PARTRAC [1] model (Elow= 5 eV, Ehigh= 37.5 eV), and the
model used in N97 (Elow= Ehigh= 17.5 eV).

We classified DNA damage based upon the classification scheme of
N97 (Fig. 4). This provides a classification of DNA damage by both
complexity and source. We extend the scheme slightly by explicitly
specifying its dependence upon two parameters, dDSB and dS, respec-
tively the maximum distance between two SSBs on opposite sides of the
DNA chain for the two nearby breaks to be considered a DSB, and dS,
the space between two damaged DNA segments for them to be con-
sidered independently. In this work, we consider dDSB= 10 bp, and we
consider each 216 bp long DNA segment independently from each
other. Beyond the simple classifications, SSB+ refers to any number of
breaks on only one side of the DNA strand, while 2SSB occurs when
DNA is damaged on both sides of the chain, but the two damage sites
are separated by more than dDSB. DSB+ requires that the at least three
damage events occur within dDSB, with at least one on each strand,
while DSB++ requires that at least two DSBs occur on the same da-
maged segment. When classifying damage by source, we consider both
indirect, direct, mixed origin and hybrid DSBs. The differentiating
factors between these classifications are that for a direct DSB (DSBd), all
DSBs on the segment must be from direct sources, for an indirect DSB
(DSBi), all DSBs on the segment considered must be from indirect
sources, and for a mixed DSB (DSBm), at least two DSBs occur, one
which is indirect or hybrid, and the other which is direct. A hybrid DSB
(DSBhyb) occurs when a DSB would not occur but for the presence of
indirect damage. Typically, we consider DSBm and DSBh together, fol-
lowing N97, noting that DSBm dominates DSBhyb.

Whilst across the simulations we conduct many parameters are
varied, this is done largely from a set of parameters which best re-
presents the work conducted by N97 (Table 2). We introduce here the
parameter pSSB which refers to the likelihood that an SSB is induced
following a chemical reaction between a sugar-phosphate moiety and a
radical (typically %OH). Previous experimental work shows that not all
reactions between DNA and %OH result in strand breaks [36,37], and
this parameter is used to establish the correct efficiency of strand break
formation following these reactions. We note that these parameters
were not chosen to make our data fit the results of N97, but rather to
provide the same starting point for comparison between our simulation
results and what is established in the literature.

In the following sections, we explore the effects of varying the
physics list chosen, Elow, Ehigh and rphys on the yields of SSBs and DSBs
from physics processes alone. For each scenario considered here, 1 GeV
of energy deposition was simulated, with primary electrons having ei-
ther energies of 300 eV, 500 eV, 1 keV, 3 keV and 4.5 keV in each run.
These energies were chosen because of their importance in water
radiolysis, as the sources of spurs, blobs and short tracks [38]. Then,
using 4.5 keV electrons and a total energy deposit of 1.5 GeV (333,333
primaries), we consider how setting a 1 ns end time on the chemical
component of the simulation impacts the chemical reactions that can
occur, alongside how different values of rkill impact the yields of strand
breaks. For these initial chemical simulations, pSSB was set to 0.65, si-
milar to Kreipl et al.’s value of pSSB= 0.7 [24], and Nikjoo et al.’s im-
plicit value of pSSB= 0.65 [20]. We then considered more broadly the
role of the parameter pSSB in determining the efficiency chemically in-
duced strand break formation, to find which value best replicates the
assumptions made in N97, so accordingly we then compare our simu-
lations to those in N97, alongside some experimental results in plas-
mids. For each of the primary electron energies we consider here
(300 eV, 500 eV, 1 keV, 3 keV and 4.5 keV), the number of primariesFig. 3. Physical Damage attribution.
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simulated is chosen to yield 1 GeV of deposited energy in total.

3. Results

We begin by exploring the parameters that affect the physical stage
of the simulation. Fig. 5 illustrates the effect that different physics
models and damage models can have on SSB and DSB yields, due to the
differing cross-section calculations used in each model. For each given
physics model, more damage is always measured by the PARTRAC
damage model (5–37.5 eV) than the N97 model (17.5 eV). The like-
lihood of a SSB or DSB occurring is closely related to the magnitude of
the interaction cross-sections in each model, which are highest in the
CPA100 models (Geant4-DNA option 6), causing this model to show the

Fig. 4. DNA damage is classified according to the scheme originally proposed by N97 (discussed in text).

Table 2
Simulation parameters that best match N97.

Parameter Description Value

Elow Lower limit for physical damage 17.5 eV
Ehigh Upper limit for physical damage 17.5 eV
rphys Radius for direct damage 6 Å
dDSB Distance between SSBs for DSB 10 bp
rkill Distance from DNA to kill radicals 4 nm
pSSB Pr(%OH+C6H5O6P→ SSB) 0.4
– Simulation End Time 1 ns
– Max. IRT time step 500 ps
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highest SSB and DSB yields [4]. Compared to a previous Geant4-DNA
based physics study using the default model, and taking
Elow= Ehigh=10.79 eV [39], SSB and DSB yields estimated using the
PARTRAC damage model reproduce this work well.

It should be noted that the inelastic model implemented in option 4
has been further improved by Emfietzoglou and co-workers [40], based
on more recent experimental data for the dielectric response function of
liquid water [41,42]. The new model exhibits more pronounced
broadening effects in the energy loss function which, along with its
shifting to lower losses, is expected to further exaggerate the differences
with the inelastic cross sections of the default model, especially below a
few hundred electron-volts [43]. It has been recently shown that such
differences in the dielectric function have a strong impact on energy
deposition in targets of nanometer size [44,45]. The impact of these
changes upon our results would be an interesting avenue for further
study.

Across all physics models considered, rphys and the energy threshold
required for a break are inversely related, as shown in the dependence
of the ratio of SSBs to DSBs as these parameters vary (Fig. 6), which
drops as breaks become easier to induce. The PARTRAC break model
behaves similarly to a constant break induction energy between 15 eV

and 17.5 eV for the physics models considered. Option 4 and option 6
both reproduce certain SSB/DSB ratios measured by N97 (considering a
radius from the DNA molecule that gives a similar volume to the N97
DNA model). This is expected for the option 6 physics models, which
are a modern implementation of the CPA100 models used by N97,
while the agreement between N97 and the option 4 models at 15 eV is
more coincidental, and the difference between the models is shown in
the large change in the SSB/DSB ratio that occurs when passing from a
15 eV threshold to a 17.5 eV threshold. Physics models also impact the
distribution of break complexities (Fig. 7), with each model being in
reasonable agreement with N97. Slight changes from N97 include the
default and option 4 Geant4-DNA models favouring simple rather than
complex damage than N97, whilst option 6 favours more complex
breaks than N97 suggests.

In the absence of any simulation end time, radicals diffuse and react
with DNA until all radicals have disappeared (Fig. 8 left). Such a si-
mulation effectively considers DNA to be the only ‘scavenger’ in the
medium, and, as radicals further and further from the DNA chain are
considered (by increasing rkill), they diffuse and react with DNA. Fol-
lowing N97, we stop the simulation of chemistry after 1 ns (Fig. 8
right), which means that over 95% of %OH radicals that react with DNA
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only are created within and remain inside the 4 nm of water sur-
rounding the DNA chain. Due to its higher diffusivity, about 20% of the
reactions between −eaq and DNA are effectively hidden when only si-
mulating chemistry within 4 nm of DNA, however this doesn’t impact
the results reported in this work, as −eaq is not thought to be a major
contributor to strand breaks, as it primarily reacts with the DNA bases.
Further experimental investigation ought to be conducted to determine
with what efficiency reactions between bases from aqueous electrons
and other radicals can induce SSBs, as authors have shown resonances
induced in the outer orbitals of DNA bases can cause SSBs [46]. When
considering the strand breaks these chemical reactions induce (Fig. 9),
we see that as rkill increases, the number of indirect breaks increases,
with indirect SSBs reaching a plateau near rkill = 6 nm and the indirect
DSBs reaching a plateau near rkill = 4 nm. Throughout this range, di-
rectly induced breaks are converted to mixed breaks, with a large
portion of this conversion coming from the conversion of SSBd to DSBm

and DSBhyb.
As a free parameter, pSSB can be used to limit the amount of indirect

damage that occurs, so that simulations match experiments, however
bounds can be placed on it based upon the efficiency with which %OH
interacts with DNA. Based upon the reaction rates we have chosen, 68%
of %OH radicals that react with DNA react with base molecules, while
the rest react with strand molecules. This can be deduced from Fig. 10,

where 32% of all reactions between %OH and DNA cause an SSB when
pSSB= 1. N97 follow the measurement of Milligan et al. [36], who
measure that 12% of all reactions between %OH and DNA cause an SSB,
suggesting that pSSB= 0.4 is an appropriate value for our system. There
is however large scope for pSSB to vary, with other authors suggesting
different efficiencies for strand break formation [37], and certain
measurements indicating our reaction rates lead to an incorrect ratio of
reactions between %OH and bases and strands, which may be closer to
80:20 [47].

Examining each parameter individually, the set of parameters in
Table 2 provides a best match of the system modelled by N97. Under
these conditions, our model finds notably more indirect damage than
N97. This is seen first in Table 3, where we show the fraction of DNA
subjected to some form of DNA damage which have had either no en-
ergy, 0+–60 eV, 60–150 eV or> 150 eV of energy deposited in them. A
significant number of segments are damaged indirectly, but have no
energy deposited inside them physically. These were excluded from the
normalisation in Table 3 to better mimic what N97 produces. The
breakdown of energies deposited in DNA matches well with that found
by N97, however when we consider the DSBs induced by different en-
ergy depositions, the higher amount of indirect damage that we report
leads us to suggest that it is deposits of 0+–60 eV in DNA that are the
dominant cause of DSBs rather than the more energetic deposits of
60–150 eV reported by N97. Across all the energies we considered, al-
most 20% of DSBs are induced by radical diffusion, with no physical
energy being deposited at all in the DNA segment.

The yields of SSBs and DSBs by complexity and source are given in
Tables 4 and 5 respectively. Geant4-DNA finds higher total damage
yields, though in the absence of a cell geometry, it is difficult to com-
pare how much of this is due to the differences between the isotropic
randomness we have selected for testing purposes, and the μ-random-
ness used by N97. For 300 eV and 4500 eV electrons, we see that after
the addition of chemistry, Geant4-DNA comparatively favours simple
rather than complex damage in comparison to N97 (Fig. 11). When
comparing damage sources, indirect damage dominates direct damage
in Geant4-DNA, with around 80% of SSB events across all energies
coming from chemical sources. While this disagreement is severe, our
work is in line with both the PARTRAC simulation platform’s predic-
tions [23] and experimental measurements [48] of the contribution of
indirect action to low LET radiation damage.

One way to force a better agreement with N97’s high direct damage
yields is to only simulate electrons within 1 nm of the DNA strand,
motivated roughly by observations that in cellular and high-scavenging
contexts, only non-scavengeable radicals created within the hydration
shells of DNA cause indirect damage [49]. Conducting such a
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simulation noticeably improves our agreement with N97 for the frac-
tion of DSBs induced for a given energy deposit (Table 3, underlined
values). For 4.5 keV electrons (Fig. 12), the results are in line with
strand break yields from 4.55 keV X-rays [50] as well as measurements
in plasmids where scavenging is extremely high [51]. We do note here

that this agreement may be coincidental, as it occurs slightly beyond
the 3rd DNA hydration shell (which ends 6.5 Å from the DNA chain
[52]) and that while this geometry may bear some resemblance to the
randomness found in grouped plasmids, it was conceived primarily to
better understand the dynamics of mechanistic DNA damage simula-
tions with Geant4-DNA.

4. Discussion

This study aims to understand how the many parameters that are
necessary to mechanistically model DNA damage interact in a manner
that is largely agnostic towards experimental results. We have at-
tempted to find parameters that match those already well established in
an existing work, whilst avoiding any result that may encourage us to
‘fit’ our parameters to a result. We need to mention that in doing so, we
have implicitly adopted parameters fitted from other models, such as
the 17.5 eV threshold for a physically induced strand break [3], when it
is well known that very low energy electrons (5–10 eV) can interact
with DNA to produce strand breaks [53]. While the large variation in
strand break induction from physics models alone highlights what is
perhaps the necessity to have free parameters that ensure a corre-
spondence between simulations and biological data, from another
perspective this prevents biological measurements from serving as a
tool that validates the simulation chain, thus eroding our confidence
that such simulations can be truly predictive.

The physical damage models of N97 and PARTRAC typically dis-
agree for physically induced SSB and DSB yields at around the 20%
level. In addition, the physics modelling in each simulation differs, with
PARTRAC modelling the dielectric response of liquid water following
Dingfelder et al.’s approach [54,55]. This contribution, compounded
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Table 3
Frequency of energy depositions and DSBs in cells by primary electron energy (italicized values are from N97, underlined values are calculated with rkill = 1 nm).

Energy Edep Frequency DSB Frequency

0 eV 0+–60 eV 60–150 eV >150 eV 0 eV 0+–60 eV 60–150 eV >150 eV

300 eV 607.5 85.9 13.7 0.4 18.9 47.1 32.4 1.6
“ – 86 13 1 – 21 74 5
500 eV 523.8 86.2 13.3 0.5 19.1 49.1 30 1.8
1000 eV 463.3 88.6 10.9 0.5 19.8 48.5 29.3 2.3
3000 eV 497.3 93 6.8 0.2 21.3 53.7 23.7 1.3
4500 eV 516 93.6 6.1 0.2 20.6 53.9 23.4 2
“ – 92 7 1 – 30 64 16
“ 56.6 91.8 7.9 0.5 0.4 44.5 51.0 4.1
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with the differences in physics models, indicates that our final predic-
tions of SSB and DSB yields are approximate. When working in Geant4-
DNA, both models ought to be considered to some extent, as there is no
consensus as to which is correct, and both authors advance strong ar-
guments in favour of their particular model [1,2]. Amongst the physics
models studied, options 4 and 6 provide the best agreement with the
SSB/DSB ratios measured by N97. Option 6, a modern, revised im-
plementation of the CPA100 models that N97 use are derived from
modelling electron impact ionisation via the Binary Encounter Bethe
model [32], shows a better agreement with the measurements of N97

Table 4
Breakdown of DSBs by complexity, using a parameter set that emulates N97.

Energy
eV

None
%

SSB
%

SSB+
%

2SSB
%

DSB
%

DSB+
%

DSB++
%

DSBcomplex

%
Hits
–

YSSB

Gy−1Mbp−1
YDSB

Gy−1Mbp−1

300 82.41 12.59 2.07 0.68 1.56 0.38 0.31 30.46 105,792 0.265 0.039
500 80.73 13.53 2.23 0.96 1.8 0.38 0.37 29.39 90,105 0.245 0.037
1000 80.24 14.22 2.24 0.92 1.68 0.33 0.36 29.11 90,236 0.256 0.035
3000 82.69 13.51 1.56 0.62 1.22 0.22 0.19 24.92 115,684 0.296 0.031
4500 83.97 12.8 1.33 0.53 1.06 0.18 0.13 22.51 127,151 0.304 0.028

Table 5
Breakdown of breaks by source, using a parameter set that emulates N97.

Energy
eV

SSBi

%
SSBd

%
SSBm

%
DSBd

%
DSBi

%
DSBm/hyb

%
NSSB

–
NDSB

–

300 76.9 14.7 8.4 9.9 36.8 53.3 16,229 2380
500 76.7 14.7 8.6 9.4 37.6 53 15,060 2300
1000 76.5 15.2 8.4 8.6 37.7 53.7 15,692 2140
3000 78.2 15.6 6.2 7.9 40.7 51.4 18,152 1874
4500 78.7 15.5 5.8 8.3 39.3 52.4 18,639 1737
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Fig. 11. Comparison of break complexity and source between Geant4-DNA option 4 and N97 for 300 eV and 4.5 keV electrons.
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than option 4, which agrees well at a 15 eV break threshold, but poorly
at 17.5 eV. Option 4 [56] is based on the dielectric model of liquid
water [57], with an improved calculation of cross sections for electrons
below 10 keV than the default models [31]. We have adopted option 4
for most simulations here as it reflects a more modern approach to track
structure modelling, though properly determining the correct code re-
quires significant progress to be made measuring electron cross-sections
in liquid water. The significant increase in SSB/DSB in the option 4
models between a break threshold of 15 eV and 17.5 eV presents one
way in which our model may miscalculate physical damage (Fig. 6).
Despite this, option 4 presents a better agreement than option 6 with
the complexities of damage found by N97, likely due to changes in the
CPA100 code made over the last 20 years (Fig. 7).

The introduction of a 1 ns end time to the simulation is necessary to
provide some measure of the scavenging which is present in nearly all
cellular systems. In this time, %OH molecules diffuse a mean squared
distance of 4 nm, seen in the drop off in %OH reactions that occurs when
rkill = 4 nm. Based on typical scavenger densities in cells, the %OH ought
to diffuse 6 nm [58], better corresponding to the simulation end time of
2.5 ns used by other authors [1,26], though these simulations also si-
mulate scavenging by structural proteins and chemical reactions, which
is likely compensated for by the shortened simulation time. By varying
rkill it is possible to see the action of radiolysis in creating complex
damage from damage that is otherwise simple in the chemical stage,
where simple direct damage becomes complex mixed and hybrid da-
mage as more chemistry is simulated (Fig. 9).

The efficiency with which indirect strand damage is converted to
SSBs can act to drastically change the simulation result, and we have
attempted to show that our choice of pSSB= 0.4 is well motivated.
Previous estimates of this parameter include pSSB= 0.65 (from N97),
pSSB= 0.7 [24], and pSSB= 0.42 [26]. The estimates near 0.65 seem to
derive from a measured efficiency of SSB formation Pr(%OH+DNA→
SSB)= 0.12 [36], in combination with the measurement that %OH-
Strand reactions compose 20% of all %OH-DNA reactions [47]. The es-
timate that pSSB= 0.42, itself made in a simulation built from Geant4-
DNA, is motivated though by the assumption that in DNA, only two of
the five reaction sites of free deoxyribose are blocked in DNA, a strange

conclusion given that all reaction sites of deoxyribose are observed to
react with %OH, albeit with varying efficiencies [59]. The straight line
plotted (from data) in Fig. 10 owes its form to the reaction rates that we
have used, which lead to 32% of all %OH-DNA reactions to occur be-
tween the strand and the base. To reproduce the break efficiencies
followed by N97 then, a value of pSSB= 0.4 is required. We have chosen
to match the break efficiency of Milligan et al. not only to follow N97,
but also because in this work, a reaction rate between %OH and DNA of
2.7×109 Lmol–1 s–1 is found, which is of a similar order of magnitude
to the reaction rates we consider for the individual DNA components.
An alternative work [37] suggests an overall efficiency of 29% is more
correct, however this also predicts a very low reaction rate between
%OH and DNA (4.6× 108 Lmol–1 s–1). A possible extension of this study
could examine the role of varying the reaction rates between %OH and
DNA molecules, though grounding this study in experimentally feasible
ranges is important.

Quite remarkable in our comparison with N97 is the very different
predictions we make for indirectly induced damage (Fig. 11). Even in
more recent works, predictions built on the N97 model [21] indicate
that direct damage dominates indirect DNA damage. Our simulations
however show that indirect effects dominate direct effects, in agree-
ment with predictions from the PARTRAC [23,60] and previous work in
Geant4-DNA [26]. The role of indirect action is experimentally quan-
tified by measuring DNA damage with different abundancies of radical
scavengers, or by measuring damage in wet and dry plasmids where
radicals created in water can increase DNA damage by two or three
times [49]. High concentrations of the scavenger DMSO can protect
cells from up to 80% of damage that would otherwise be induced, with
only unscavengeable radicals created in the hydration shells of DNA
being capable of inducing damage. Our simulation lets us simulate only
the effects of these radicals on DNA by using very small values of rkill.
This condition, which stops nearly 60% of DNA damage for 4.5 keV
electrons, is considered in Fig. 12. Additionally, it changes the balance
of induced damage so that physically induced SSBs dominate SSBs in-
duced by chemical processes. While further investigation is necessary,
particularly in cellular geometries, the simulation of damage caused
only by radicals close to the hydration shell could be one way to im-
prove the realism of mechanistic DNA damage simulations. We show
that our results for unscavengeable damage, envisaged as radicals cre-
ated less than 1 nm from DNA, agree well with measurements of DNA
damage in cells submitted to 4.55 keV X-irradiation [50] and in plas-
mids [51] exposed to 4 keV μm–1 X-rays, though the appropriateness of
a comparison between our simulations and these experiments is not
necessarily accurate, given the differences in the DNA geometry simu-
lated. It should be stressed though that our comparisons to measure-
ments in cells are biased by the non-realistic testing geometry used
here, and that the range of biological processes that occur in cells to
repair DNA introduce a complexity in the measurements that is not
included in simulation.

All our comparisons to other works made in this study are hampered
by the geometry we have used being different to other works. Our
geometry was chosen to enable the important parameters in our models
to be studied, so that they may be understood independent of a realistic
cellular geometry. The use of many short DNA strands, rather than μ-
randomness [61], or a realistic geometry likely inflates our estimation
of DSB yield relative to cells, as our geometry has no large-scale order,
and cutting DNA into 216-bp long pieces increases the number of in-
teractions a given particle track will have with DNA segments. This
represents far more what is observed in plasmids, which keep some
aspects of a random packing, rather than cells, in which folding proteins
give some large range order to the conformity of DNA. The logical
extension of this work is to take this model and see how it performs in a
full cellular geometry. To this end, we present in an accompanying
paper DNA damage simulations in a model of a bacterial Escherichia coli
cell [62] as part of a larger project to quantify the impact of the natural
radiation background on a bacterial system [63].
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Fig. 12. Variation in DSB and SSB yields for 4.5 keV primary electrons for
different values of rkill. The radius of the 3rd hydration shell of DNA is high-
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5. Conclusion

We have presented in this work the results of many simulations that
explore the parameters that can define the induction of SSBs and DSBs
in mechanistic DNA damage simulations. Rather than conduct a fit to
experimental data, we have tried to identify why each of the parameters
we have used is comparable to those from N97. Interestingly, Geant4-
DNA predicts under these parameters that most radio-induced biolo-
gical damage comes from indirect sources, in agreement with the pre-
dictions of PARTRAC, and in conflict with N97.

As we have used a model geometry in this study, comparison to
biological data is limited, and while we do not expect the trends ob-
served here to change when passing to a more realistic geometric
model, the normalisation parameters may. We are currently developing
a geometric model of an E. coli bacterium to be better able to compare
our results to biological data, and future work may extend this work to
more complex cells.

We conclude by highlighting the importance of this work to DNA
damage simulations conducted not only in Geant4-DNA, but also in the
toolkits that inherit Geant4-DNA models such as TOPAS and GATE
[64]. As these platforms rely on the same underlying physics and che-
mical models, the variations between physics models we observe here
will propagate to these simulation toolkits also.
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